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Retiring rich: A myth of the American middle class
The very thought of retiring rich is
an oxymoron. Have you ever seen a person do it? Did Warren Buffett retire?
Any person who is driven to success
via obsession does not quit his empire
and sit on the porch. Even Jim Cramer,
who ran a successful hedge fund for
years until exhaustion led to an early
retirement, still gets on TV each day to
yell about all the things he learned over
the years. He just can’t give it up.
Perhaps we need to redefine what
it means to retire rich. It is simply a
myth of the American middle class. To
retire comfortably, with your lifestyle
intact, is what I think we all mean
when we talk about retiring rich.
Thus, the term rich really has nothing
to do with money, but the pursuit of
happiness. The mogul who keeps making deals into his nineties is in pursuit
of happiness, even though he could
have “hung it up” decades ago. Most of
my clients are “retired,” even though I
try not to mention that term.
A few clients really like not working. In fact, they are the few clients
that don’t end up consulting, starting new ventures or otherwise trying
to keep the game alive. However, are
they rich? Hard to say, and I manage
their money! Of course, they have
enough to do what they want, but they
don’t exactly charter private jets and
race yachts. They spend time golfing,
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fishing and spoiling grandkids. Some
would say they retired rich.
Now that these important philosophical and semantic issues are taken care of, let’s get down to business.
What does it take to hang it up, relax
and pursue hobbies that don’t relate
to your prior money-generating activities? Keep in mind, if you love what
you do, don’t stop. Trust me; you will
live longer this way.
For those who love what they do,
but don’t want the continued stress of
their current environment, here are
some steps to consider. First, do you
need the money? If you have four kids
in private school, a big mortgage and
no desire to curb spending, you are
stuck and will have to push through
until you can afford a different path.
Notice that some of these items are
time-based, like kids, and others are
choices, like discretionary spending.
If not, think about a different format

to the work you love. You could work
fewer hours; start a related, but fresh,
new business that you find more interesting ; or simply change your
work environment.
Second, do you like what you do? If
you don’t need the money and don’t
like what you do, STOP. Just stop and
find some hobby. I like trading markets
more than my hobbies, but if that were
to change, I would change what I do.
Many people work because they have a
“number” they need to reach. The problem is, most never calculate the number, and if they do, they keep raising it
for no other reason than fear.
Third, should you decide to retire,
study retirement as you studied your
career. Sounds odd, but think about
it. Retirement is just like going off to
college, only for the rest of your life.
You need to talk to other people who
have done it for a while. The major
psychological transformation that exists in the first six to 12 months needs
to be respected.
Most of my clients get downright
crazy in those first months after the
retirement honeymoon wears of f.
This is why many just keep working,
in a less intense mode. My successful
retired clients (not financial success,
personal!) get engrossed in hobbies
they take as seriously as their prior
careers. The drive will not go away.

‘In the end, retiring
rich is a myth if you
place the wrong
values on it.’
The worst thing you can do is enter
retirement with no plans to keep
busy. Yeah, I know there is the long
list of things you always wanted to get
done, but that will get burned up in
no time. Be prepared.
In the end, retiring rich is a myth if
you place the wrong values on it. Nobody really rich ever retires, they just
fade away. If you are not financially
rich, you will not retire rich. However,
you can be happy, comfortable and live
a life filled with rewarding experiences, without the hassle of punching
a time clock.
Lee Munson, CFP, CFA, is the chief
investment officer of Portfolio LLC
in Albuquerque, N.M., and a regular
commentator on CNBC. Reach him
at (505) 884-3445 or lee@portfoliollc
.com or visit: www.portfoliollc.com.

Ignore financial market myths for a sound investment strategy
Financial myths often are used to
get attention, promote an agenda or
win business — but they don’t achieve
investor peace of mind.
The last decade was one of the worst
periods in history for the U.S. financial
markets — and one of the best opportunities for promoting financial falsehoods.
Here are some of the most egregious
fiscal myths still floating around and
why you should ignore them:
• Myth One: “Capitalism is dead.”
There’s a common myth that the U.S. is
heading into a socialistic environment
under the current administration.
But if you study American history,
during times of great economic turmoil, the government has stepped in
and acquired assets for short periods of
time and then re-privatized them.
In 1984, under Ronald Reagan’s Republican administration, the nation’s seventh largest bank, Continental Illinois
National Bank, was taken over by the
government and not re-privatized until
1994 (under a Democratic administration) when Bank of America acquired it.
• Myth Two: “Diversification is dead.”
In the recent bear market, all asset classes declined in unison, from small cap or
large cap investments to international
markets. Although everyone lost money
regardless of portfolio diversification,
the pundits spun this into the mantra
that “diversification no longer works.”
The contrary is true: Since March 9
of last year, globally diversified portfolios were up roughly 97 percent while
the general market grew only 77 percent. Although diversification doesn’t
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always insulate a portfolio, both historically and during the most recent market advance, diversified portfolios have
produced higher risk-adjusted returns.
• Myth Three: “Look at mutual
funds’ past performance to determine
future performance.” This represents
one of the emotional biases in investing. There’s no statistical evidence to
support the fact that historical outperformance is indicative of future
outperformance. More likely, the reason for recent outperformance was an
increased weighting in a specific industry – such as tech stocks in the late
‘90s or more recently homebuilding.
When those sectors invariable correct,
the fund may likely underperform.
Who cares what a fund has done in the
past five years? Instead, be concerned
about what it does during the next
five to 10 years. Don’t rely solely on
historical results. Focus on the more
controllable aspects of investing, such
as limiting expenses, adequate diversification and, perhaps most important
of all, patience.
• Myth Four: “You can time the market.” Most financial gurus advocate
the active investment management ap-

proach, which says you can beat the
market through security selection
and/or market timing — essentially
relying on the financial manager’s
ability to predict the future.
Conversely, the passive portfolio
management approach, based on extensive academic research, embraces
capitalism and relies on the concept
of market efficiency. This philosophy
postulates that market timing doesn’t
work — nor does the ability to consistently pick outperforming stocks and
bonds. In the end, market timing adds
uncertainty, reduces efficiency and increases taxes and costs.
• Myth Five: “You can be a successful investor without assuming any
risk.” Risk is inherent in life, and investing is no different. Some fund management firms will promote products
that claim to limit risk and still generate market returns. Sound too good to
be true? It is. There’s a normative relationship between risk and return that
can’t be ignored. You can mitigate risk
through effective diversification and
allocation – but you can’t avoid it. Risk
tolerance is both economic and psychological. You must assess your tolerance
and assume risk intelligently — not on
a speculative level.
• Myth Six: “Your portfolio should
be allocated based on age.” Some financial advisers pigeon-hole investors into
a moderate or aggressive growth portfolio based on how old they are. Advisers also might use questionable rules,
like subtracting your current age from
100, which determines the percentage

of investments you should allocate to
equities. This “one-size-fits-all” approach is ill-advised because it doesn’t
take into consideration risk tolerance
or where you are in relation to your savings goals. If your portfolio structure
isn’t in line with your risk tolerance,
you won’t remain invested through difficult markets, which ultimately will
sabotage any chance of success.
• Myth Seven: “All investment providers are subject to the same standard of care.” Most financial advisers
are bound by a “suitability” standard
— meaning they only have to recommend an investment that fits your situation. Under this standard, a financial
adviser still could win an incentive
prize to Maui or a f lat-screen TV for
selling you a particular “suitable” investment. The line is blurred between
functioning as a fiduciary and almost
functioning in a fiduciary capacity. An
adviser operating under a fiduciary
standard is required to put the interests of the client first.
Remember: Financial decisions
based on clichés, punditry and market spin are dangerous for investment
decision-making. Empower yourself
with a prudent investment philosophy,
and you will discover that, while myths
make excellent sound bites, they don’t
provide a sound investment strategy.
Jim Martin is a lead senior adviser with
Orlando-based Resource Consulting Group, a
financial planning and investment management firm. He can be reached at (407) 4220252 or at JimM@resourceconsulting.com.

